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and Through It

Gabriele Zago
Zero Сarats. From the series Madagascar. 2018

Participants of the Exhibition Project
are museums of Russia, as well as
galleries, collectors and artists from
Russia, Italy, France, Greece, Cyprus,
Israel, Spain, the Czech Republic, and
the USA.

The
exhibition
includes most
extraordinary
and
fascinating
compositions devoted to the mirror
and reﬂection motifs by over 130
artists; some of them have become
symbolic for Russian art, e. g. Andrey
Goncharov (1903-79), Yury Vasnetsov
(1900-73),
Aleksandr Vedernikov
(1898-1975), and Mikhail Demidov
(1885-1929), others, Daniel Rozin
(USA), Arnaud Lapierre (France),
Sergio Illuminato, Gabriele Zago,
Dario Imbò (Italy), Gonzalo Orquin
(Spain) are known all over the world for
their daring experiments.

Luisa Albert
Symphony in Red. 2015

The exhibition occupies the
entire space of the museum; it
includes works of both classical
and contemporary art. On the
ﬁrst ﬂoor, spectators will see a
mirror
“universum,”
which
reﬂects humanity’s inﬁnite worlds
of and their environment.

Konstantin Khudiakov
Aelita. 2020

"The Mirror Can Tell
You a Lot"

is the title of one of the works by Ivan
Akimov (1957-2011). Practically every
work
exhibited
conﬁrms
this
conclusion, no matter what genre it
belongs to, portraiture, "nu" art or genre
scenes.

Ivan Akimov
Mirror Can Tell a Lot. 1988

Within the space, which has real
mirrors
changing
the
conﬁguration of the interior, the
spectator feels as if immersed
in a diﬀerent reality.

Yury Penushkin
By a Mirror. 1980

Female images prevail, the so-called
Venuses of the 1920s -80s, trying on
hats (Trying on a Hat by Irina
Yaroshevich; 1979), arranging their
hair (Interior by Vasily Frolenko;
1977), doing makeup (Evening Toilet
by
Aleksandr Tsarev;
1997),
preparing for an intimate meeting (At
the Mirror by Yury Penushkin; 1987)
or daydreaming immersed in the
abyss of self-сonscience.

Aleksandr Tsarev
Evening Dressing Up. The middle part of the triptych Family. 1997

The second ﬂoor is devoted to the mystery of
reﬂection. Here one can see still-lifes in which
mirrors are not only an additional source of light,
but also a proof of the existence of parallel
worlds.
Indeed, how can one explain a reﬂection in the
picture without the character reﬂected (Still
Life with a Mirror by Lev Kramarenko, 1937)?

Tatiana Fedorova Nightdream. 1991

Maksim Mitliansky Guest. 2020

Mario Parodi
Lady in Antique Interior.
From the series Shards of a Broken Mirror. 2016

Vladimir Kustov
Professor Mishin’s Magic Square No. 42. 2012

The works of the third ﬂoor are characterized by a combination of a variety of materials:
mirrors, metals, wood, textiles, paper, concrete; besides, the works can move
(Existence by Vladimir Andreev. 2017), sound (Seven mirrors by Daphne Nikita and
Yorgos Taxiarchopoulos, 2020), exude light (Crystallization by Penelope Chiara
Cocchi).
The inner courtyard of the Museum will also become a ﬁeld of experiment in working
with mirrors. A luminous 12-meter-high tree structure, shimmering with various shades
of green, created by the famous French artist and designer Arnaud Lapierre will be the
center of the open-air exhibition.
Many of the exhibited works will be seen by the public for the ﬁrst time; created
especially for our exhibition, they have never been shown or depicted before.

Fabio Bianco
Versailles. The Hall of Mirrors and the Sun King. 2019
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